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ABSTRACT

Risk analysis is important for safety-critical IT systems and services, both in public and private organizations.
However, the actual practices and the challenges of risk analysis in these contexts have not been fully explored. This
paper investigates the current practices of risk analysis by an interview-based investigation. This study investigates
several factors of the risk analysis process, e.g., its importance, identification of critical resources, definitions of
roles, involvement of different stakeholders, used methods, and follow-up analysis. Furthermore, this study also
investigates existing challenges in the current practices of risk analysis. A number of challenges are identified, e.g.,
that risk analysis requires competence both about the risk analysis procedures and the analyzed system, which is
challenging to identify, and that it is challenging to follow-up and repeat a risk-analysis that is conducted. The
identified challenges can be useful when new risk analysis methods are defined.
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INTRODUCTION

Safety-critical systems are managed by both public and private organizations. Failures in these systems can have
catastrophic consequences in society. These systems are typically subject to risk analysis in order to prevent that
they unduly harm people, property, or the environment.

Today, both public and private organizations are facing different types of risks, e.g., policy, operational, project,
financial, technological, health, safety, and human resources (Berg 2010). Risk analysis and management are often
conducted in the organizations that are responsible for these safety-critical systems and provide critical services to
society, which means that risk analysis is carried out by several different organizations when circumstances are
changed. Therefore, clearly described methods and guidelines for conducting these analyses are needed. That is,
an effective risk management approach is needed that requires a continuous assessment of potential risks in an
organization at relevant lower levels and then it aggregates analysis results at the higher level to improve decision
making.

Today, almost every organization has procedures and rules regarding risk analysis and management and knows
how one should carry out risk analysis and management, based on available methods, frameworks and guidance
documents. That is, organizations often have formal processes defined for how risk analysis should be conducted.
Furthermore, there exist a large number of reported normative research studies that investigate how risk analysis
and management can be carried out (Sulaman, Weyns, et al. 2013). However, there are only few studies available
that investigate how risk analysis and management are actually carried out in practice. This study is carried out
to investigate and understand the current state of the practices of risk analysis and management in large-scale
organizations for their IT systems. It is intended to provide insights into how practitioners deal with risk analysis
and management in different large-scale organizations and to understand what they see as the main challenges.
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Figure 1. Methodology

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

There are several frameworks developed by different national and international organizations, e.g., the ISO 31000
standard (International Organization for Standardization 2009) for risk management, the ISO/IEC 27005 for
Information security risk management, CRAMM by the British Central Communication and Telecommunication
Agency (CCTA) (Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency 1993), OCTAVE by the SEI Software
Engineering Institute (Alberts and Dorofee 2003), and the Risk Management guide for information technology
systems by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Stoneburner et al. 2002). A detailed
comparison of some of these frameworks is presented by the European Union Agency for Network and Information
Security (ENISA) working group on risk assessment and risk management (ENISA 2006). Furthermore, for a more
detailed risk analyses of technical systems, there also exist a number of risk analysis methods. Some of the most
well-known methods of this type are Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) (Ericson 1999), Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA) (McDermott et al. 1996), and Hazard and operability study (HAZOP) (Redmill et al. 1999). Some of the
more high-level frameworks described above specifically recommend one or more of these risk analysis methods.

There are a number of studies that discuss and present the current practices of risk analysis and management
in different domains (Meyer and Solomon 1984; Murdock et al. 2011; Henschel 2010) but not for IT systems.
For example, Murdock et al. 2011 present lessons learned and best practices for risk management for developing
an enterprise-wide risk management framework are identified from 14 case studies. Henschel 2010 describes
the current state of risk management practices in German small and medium size enterprises (SME) in a study
based on questionnaires and interviews. The research on current practices in risk analysis in IT systems is by no
means complete, and more knowledge would be needed. Most of the presented research on available methods and
frameworks for risk analysis and management is of normative nature that guide how one should carry out risk
analysis and management. It is not sufficiently investigated how different organizations are actually carrying out
risk analysis and management.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The main objective of this study is to investigate the current practices of risk analysis and management for IT systems
in the large-scale organizations. Moreover, this study also investigates the existing challenges in the current practices
of risk analysis. The research method used for this study is a qualitative interview research method (Brinkmann and
Kvale 2014) in the form of a qualitative survey, based on the discussions by Jansen 2010. According to Jansen
2010 the qualitative survey analyses the diversity of member characteristics within a population as opposed to the
statistical survey, which analyses frequencies in member characteristics in a population. The research process in
this study includes goal definition, design and planning, data collection, data analysis, and reporting, as described
by Brinkmann and Kvale 2014. The first author of this study was responsible for the thematizing, design and
planning, collection of data through interviews, transcription, and analysis of the collected data. However, there is
one interview that was carried out and transcribed by the second author because it was carried out in Swedish. The
methodology is illustrated in figure 1. The circular arrow indicates the iterations that took place in the research.
The steps were not carried out in strict order without going back. Instead there were several iterations where new
findings affected the detailed goals and the interview questions.
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Table 1. Overview of interviewees’ roles and their organizations

Org. Type of org. Role of interviewee # empl.
A Education Chief security officer 7-8 k
B Municipality Coordinator of info. security 21-23 k
C Health care Head of IT security 32-34 k
D Municipality Responsible of info. security 9-10 k
E Municipality Security and safety officer 9-10 k

Goal definition

A set of goals and research questions were defined based on the experience, knowledge of the authors, and literature
reviews of the area. The main research questions of the presented research are

• RQ1: What are the main current practices of risk analysis and management for IT systems in the studied
governmental organizations?

• RQ2: What are the main challenges in the current practices of risk analysis and management for IT systems
in the studied governmental organizations?

RQ1 is answered by interviewing people responsible for risk analysis and management in large-scale organizations
about the current practices of IT systems risk analysis. The interviewees were asked how they carry out risk analysis
and then the collected qualitative data was analyzed and the results were presented. RQ2 is answered by asking
interviewees about the challenges and problems that they face while carrying out risk analysis in their organizations.

Design and planning

This section presents the research procedures carried out in designing the study and the preparations made for
the data collection. This include designing the interview guide with interview questions, and the selection of
interviewees. The general design of the study is qualitative. That is, the analysis is based on understanding of the
data, and not quantitative findings based on statistical significance, see e.g. Weiss 1994.
The interview guide for the semi-structured interviews was designed based on the research objective and questions of
the study. The interview guide was updated several times, e.g., after review by the second author and after carrying
out the first interview. In the last update of the interview guide (after the first interview) the general content of the
guide remained the same, however the structure and order of the interview questions were modified and improved.
The interview guide was designed in three themes with questions about current practices of risk analysis, existing
challenges in carrying out risk analysis and questions about improving current practices of risk analysis. Before
these three main themes there were a number of introductory questions about the interviewees’ roles in organizations
and their experience with risk analysis, etc. The questions of theme one, current practices of risk analysis, were
divided into three groups (general questions about the risk analysis process, questions about carrying out risk
analysis and after this questions about risk management). After this in theme two, challenges in current practices,
the questions were mainly about identifying the existing challenges in carrying out risk analysis. Finally, in theme
three, improvements for current practices of risk analysis, the questions were mainly intended to get suggestions for
improvement. However, theme three is not included in this study.
The selection of participants was carried out with the objective to represent the relevant range of viewpoints from
security, safety, risk analysis and management domains for IT systems. The following selection criteria were used to
select the participants for this study. Participant should be involved with risk analysis and management of IT systems,
and must be working or having experience from working in a large-scale organization. Participants should also be
located in southern Sweden for ease of accessibility. Initially, 32 persons from 30 different Swedish municipalities,
and 3 persons from the regional health care, were contacted through emails. After this, very few responses were
received and then all persons who did not reply were contacted again through email after 3 weeks. In total 5 persons
responded that they were willing to participate in the study and they all fulfilled the selection criteria, see Table 1.
The interviewees are all responsible for the risk analysis in central units of their organizations. The central unit,
which is responsible for the whole organization manages all sub-departments and sub-organizations regarding risk
analysis and management e.g., hospitals, schools, emergency services, etc. Furthermore, the persons responsible
for risk analysis in the sub-departments and sub-organizations working under a municipality get support from the
central risk unit for risk analysis and then after analysis they report analysis results back to the central risk unit for
aggregation. This way it can be said that a person responsible for the central risk unit has knowledge about how
others are carrying out risk analysis and managing their risks.
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Data collection and analysis

A semi-structured interview strategy (Robson 2002) was, as described above, used for the interviews. The interviews
were conducted over a period of about four months. After having consent by the interviewee to record the interview,
audio recordings were made of each interview. On average an interview lasted for about 50 minutes. The interviews
were transcribed and the transcripts were validated through member checking by sending them to the interviewees
for review. After this, the transcripts were divided into chunks of text consisting of a couple of sentences each to
map with the themes or categories of the interview questionnaire. Three main themes or categories we defined:
current practices, exiting challenges, and suggestions for improvements were defined in the interview guide.

A set of codes, i.e. keywords, based on the research and interview questions was first produced and then iteratively
updated during the analysis. The final set of codes consists of 16 codes related to current practices, and 8 codes
related to existing challenges. Then, the text relevant to each category was analyzed to find the diversity between
the experiences of the interviewees about the risk analysis practices.

Validity evaluation

According to Brinkmann and Kvale 2014, the overall validity of an interview-based research study is described by
the research reliability, research validity, and the possibility to generalize the research results. The reliability refers
to the consistency and trustworthiness of research findings (Brinkmann and Kvale 2014). Here, consistency and
trustworthiness denote to what extent a finding is reproducible at other times and by other researchers. This can be
interpreted as if another researcher subsequently conducts the same study, the results should be the same. In this
study, the interview guide was designed and developed, which helped to carry out interviews in a consistent way.
Moreover, all findings were also reviewed by the second author, which means that this threat has been addressed at
least to some extent.

The research validity determines if a statement is true, correct, and strong. It helps to solve the issue of whether a
method investigates what it claimed to investigate (Brinkmann and Kvale 2014). In this study, it can be assumed that
the topic being analyzed (risk analysis and management in large-scale organizations for IT systems) was well known
by the all interviewees. Moreover, during the interviews, care was taken not to ask questions with over-complicated
terms in order to make sure there was good understanding by the both interviewees and interviewer.

The generalizability is concerned with generalization of results from the chosen population and topics that have
been investigated. The main threat to the generalizability of this study has probably to do with the sampling of
interviewed subjects. The interviewed subjects can be seen as a representation of risk professionals, not the least
since they are collaborating and supporting many risk professionals in their work in the same organizations. The
findings are more in the form of understandings than in the form of distributions, which means that the findings are
not that difficult to transfer to other situations when the context can be seen as similar. However, the analysis is
based on a rather small number of interviews, which needs to be taken into account when conclusions are drawn.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Current practices of risk analysis

This section presents the analysis and results of the main categories, that is, the current practices of risk analysis,
and the existing challenges that were defined in the interview guide of this study.

Importance of risk analysis

During the interviews, it was investigated to what extent risk analysis is seen as important for the interviewees in
their work-related activities. According to the majority of the interviewees, it is crucial to carry out risk analysis
because most of their security and safety countermeasures and mitigations in different sub-departments and projects
are based on it. So, if one finds a severe risk then there is a need to take counter-measures to mitigate the possibility
for someone to exploit or miss-use of the system. Furthermore, the interviewees (organizations B and E) mentioned
that, in most situations, IT systems that are maintaining other services are not of primary concern in risk analysis.
Instead, the services themselves are more critical. For example, if a service is to provide health care, then one needs
a system, which consists of staff with expertise, infrastructure, medical facilities etc. However, an important part
that is needed is an IT system for the management of different tasks and patient information, which means that these
IT systems are more critical because of their importance. Here, the question arises how it is possible to know about
the importance and dependency of these services and the answer to this is by carrying out risk analysis. Finally, one
of the interviewees (organization D) mentioned that the public organizations are funded by the tax, and therefore
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need to be really effective. For this effectiveness they should be able to see what parts or services are important.
That is, risk analysis is important for the organizations to carry out their tasks and risk analysis helps them manage
their critical systems and services.

Identifying critical assets and services

Identification of critical assets and services and their prioritization are important activities in the risk analysis
process. Most of the interviewed organizations are aware of this vital activity and in their first step of risk analyses
they determine which services are important for society. For example, for delivery of these services one needs
several elements, e.g., software, hardware, and staff with knowledge. Therefore, one has to know how important the
services are, as they are setting the requirements to the system. For example, organization B has many services
that it is providing to the society and for these services they have performed a prioritization for the both normal
operations and crisis situations. The IT department at Organization B knows which services are most important for
the functioning of the municipality and its inhabitants. If something goes wrong in the infrastructure, then the IT
department has a prioritized list of services.

“The IT department knows which services are most important to serve the municipalities and inhabitants.
If something goes wrong in the infrastructure then IT department prioritizes what is more important.
Then, they know we have to prioritize for example health care system instead of library service work.”
(Organization B)

Another interviewee mentioned that:

“From an IT perspective there is a ‘crisis list’ that shows what IT systems are important and they are
prioritized in a certain order. Moreover, we have developed a critical assets list based on many risk and
crisis analyses conducted with in different departments.” (Organization C)

However, there are a few organizations (A, D and E) that are aware of this fact but they are trying to improve the
overall risk analysis process, including the identification of critical assets. Few organizations are very systematic in
doing risk analysis of their IT systems and critical services although they are improving this particular activity and
in general the whole risk analysis process.

That is, identification of critical assets is seen as important, but some organizations are still working on defining
complete records of important assets.

Defining roles and responsibilities

Definition of roles and responsibilities for normal and crisis situations is important. If there is a critical system
then it is important to have an owner of it from the risk analysis and management perspectives. Regarding this the
interviewed organizations, municipalities and health services providers are at least following a systematic approach
and they use some models. For example, one organization B is using a model named PM31 for definition of roles
and responsibilities. The model demands that all assets need to have an owner or someone responsible.Then, there
is an independent audit unit for these organizations. It serves as a bridge between these public organizations and the
government to monitor and regulate different activities.

Carrying out risk analysis

Regarding the responsibility of risk analysis it was noticed that mostly head of department, project manager or
anyone who is responsible for an organization or sub area is responsible for carrying out risk analysis. In the public
sector there are normally a few persons responsible for risk analysis and management who carry out risk analysis for
central systems. Moreover, they also support other employees, i.e., persons responsible for risk analysis in different
sub-departments or organizations, to carry out their risk analysis. The central responsible person or unit for risk
analysis requires risk information from all sub-departments or sub-organizations to aggregate risk information to
take countermeasures from the central point.

Regarding how these organizations carry out risk analysis, it can be explained in an abstract level because it is not
exactly the same in all organizations. The following example presents analysis of acquiring a new information
system for health record system. In step 1, they analyze what kind of information is important and what are the
potential risks to this information along with legal restrictions, e.g., the personal information act. Based on this they

1http://pm3.se/en/
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have requirements of the system in hand. This step does not involve technical details at this stage of analysis. In
step 2, they have requirements in hand with a list of identified potential risks. In this step they involve technical
parts and identify more potential risks by analyzing the requirements to secure the information. Then, they consider
potential identified risks with their likelihood and consequences. In carrying out both steps they follow the ISO
27000 standard. In the final step most, but not all, of the investigated organizations re-analyze the acquired system
for potential risks after a fixed time interval.

Almost all interviewees carry out risk analysis in their organizations by themselves internally. However, one
interviewee mentioned that sometimes they hire a third party to carry out their risk analysis.

Involving people with different knowledge

Almost all the investigated organizations involve more than one person in order to get people with different
knowledge in the risk analysis process. It is important from the completeness perspective of the risk analysis process
i.e., yielding complete risk analysis results. Generally, all the interviewed organizations involve 5 to 7 people in
risk analysis consisting of IT function, law function, end-user, system developer representative and one person
from higher level management working with the strategies and policies. Here, the IT function means IT security
specialist along with system administrator, system architect and system owner. In some cases all representatives
from an IT function take part in risk analysis. Then, the law function represents legal team who checks that all
legislation is being followed in the risk analysis process. However, there exist some challenges that are presented
elsewhere in this paper. For example, one of the interviewees (Organization E) mentioned a risk analysis case
where they tried to include people with different knowledge and they ended up with 30 people, which posed several
problems in risk analysis.

Used methods for risk analysis

The majority of the interviewees mentioned that generally their main focus is to have a simple method or technique
to work with for risk analysis. Almost all of the organizations are using qualitative risk analysis methods with
qualitative descriptive values to anticipate probabilities and consequences of unwanted events. They are not using
quantitative methods and estimates because they do not want to make the risk analysis process more complicated
and difficult.

Almost all organizations are following international standards but they have adapted these standards and methods to
their needs. Organization A is using their own risk analysis method that is based on international standards and
methods. Organization B is also using their own risk analysis method based on ISO 27000 and ISO 31000, and
Organization C is using a risk analysis method that is based on ISO 31000. The risk analysis method used by
Organization D and E is based on ISO 27000, adapted by a national organization2.

Follow-up analysis

Follow-up risk analysis means that if a critical risk is found and is being treated then it requires to carry out risk
analysis again for whole system or a specific part of system depending on the treatment of found risk. Most of the
investigated organizations carry out follow-up risk analysis. For example, Organization B carries out follow-up after
every two years and Organization C and Organization D carry it out every time after introducing significant changes
in the system. However, Organization C is dealing with more safety critical systems as it is providing health services
to a large number of inhabitants. Moreover, because of its severity it does not have any defined time period for
follow-up analysis instead it has instructions that follow-up analysis should be carried out after every major change.

Education and training about the risk analysis process

Not verymany concrete activities regarding education and training about risk analysis in the investigated organizations
were described. It was found that these organizations are not investing enough to educate and train their employees
to carry out or participate in the risk analysis process. For example, persons responsible for risk analysis in these
organizations has duty to educate his/her sub-departments or organizations to carry out risk analysis by their own.
The majority of the interviewees (organizations A, B and E) mentioned that they educate others about the risk
analysis methods and models. However, except this education there is no other courses or trainings for risk analysis
in these organizations. Only one interviewee (Organization C) mentioned that they have both internal and external
training courses about risk analysis.

2Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, https://www.skl.se
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Existing challenges in carrying out risk analysis

This section presents the identified challenges, which are encountered by interviewees while carrying out risk
analysis of their IT systems.

Required competence and skills

The required competence and skills are considered to be significant to carry out risk analysis. In general, all of
the interviewees mentioned that the required competence and skills are important to carry out risk analysis. The
required competence and skills are not the same in all sub-departments or organizations. For example, one of the
interviewees mentioned that:

“The competence and skills change dramatically between different sub-departments and sub-organizations.
This variation in competence and skills of different sub-departments makes the risk analysis process
more difficult and complex.” (Organization B)

The important challenge is knowledge of doing risk analysis because most of the times there is a need of someone
who leads the risk analysis process with the understanding of what should be covered in the risk analysis process.
Therefore, lack of people with required competences and skills could be a risk in itself for risk analysis because it
can yield incomplete analysis results.

Different opinions about risks and the risk analysis process

The next unfolded challenge by this study is that people involved in risk analysis have different opinions about risks
and the risk analysis process itself. Here, the difference in opinions regarding risks and the risk analysis process
exist because of how people perceive and trust them. Trust in the risk analysis and management process is very
crucial and helps in yielding better results, which consequently improves critical societal services. The view of
distrust comes from considering something not important. Slovic 1993 argues that this distrust among people is not
because of ignorance. On the other hand, after these many years, today we can notice that it is somehow because of
public ignorance. Therefore, there exist challenges that risk practitioners are facing because people think differently
and sometimes do not have enough information. All the interviewees mentioned that more or less they encounter
this challenge, e.g.,

“Mostly people involved with risk analysis are divided into three categories i.e. people who say ’yes’,
people who say ’why?’, and people who say nothing about carrying out risk analysis.” (Organization A)

People who say ’yes’ represents the group that knows the importance of risk analysis and this group trusts in it.
People who say ’why?’ represent the group that knows the importance of risk analysis but only partially. Therefore,
after carrying out risk analysis once they are reluctant to carry out a follow-up analysis. Then, the third group who
says nothing seems ignorant and this group does not believe and trust in the risk analysis and management process.
Usually the third group tries to move to next step without carrying out risk analysis. One of the interviewees
mentioned that it is really important to communicate that risk analysis is an important activity for a project or
mission and it can not be skipped at any cost.

After this, comes the issue of different priorities in a department, which is also relevant to the different thinking
about the risk analysis process. For example, one of the interviewees mentioned that everything has a priority and it
might be that carrying out risk analysis for critical IT systems and services in a particular department is not given
the highest priority. Sometimes, when the central risk unit question about it then the department’s risk people
answer yes we know that risk analysis is important but we do not have time to carry out. Here, it seems like these
kinds of problems are more exposed to the large-scale organizations however it is interesting to investigate this in
small-scale organizations as well.

Pre-understanding of the risk analysis process and its context

To carry out an effective and complete risk analysis, people involved in it should have good pre-understanding of
the potential risks, the risk analysis process, and the system being analyzed within its context. Almost all of the
interviewees mentioned that having a clear pre-understanding about these elements is very important, although they
do not always see this in their practices. One of the interviewees mentioned that if an analysis unit does not have
this pre-understanding then there are chances that they will also identify some risks that are ongoing or already
been eliminated.
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Subjectivity in risk analysis

There is a discussion going on whether risk analysis is subjective, objective or some combination of both, e.g.
(Campbell 2006; Hurst 1998). Since the risk analysis process involves subjective judgments or estimates in its all
activities, it does not produce exact estimates that means one cannot call it a complete objective process. Here, it
worth to mention that the estimates for potential risks made by either experts or a normal user of an analyzed system
can not eliminate involved subjectivity in the risk analysis process (Redmill 2002).

In this study, all the interviewees mentioned issues related to subjectivity in the risk analysis process. Some of
the interviewees mentioned that this subjectivity is a severe challenge that makes risk analysis more complex and
difficult to carry out. People think differently and have different opinions about things similarly this goes for
potential risks and the risk analysis process as well. Interestingly, one of the interviewees mentioned that this
subjectivity, of course, brings some challenges, but it is also a significant strength of the risk analysis process. All
the interviewees also mentioned that because of subjectivity they carry out risk analysis in groups and try to reach
consensus regarding risks and their values. Furthermore, they mentioned by involving different kinds of roles in
risk analysis could eliminate this challenge at some extent.

Follow-up risk analysis

All investigated organizations have well defined and designed normative documents saying that they should carry
out follow-up analysis after some specified time interval. However, because of priorities in the organizations, they
are not always following these instructions strictly. One of the interviewees mentioned that:

“We are reworking with the instructions for follow-up analysis that it should be carried out more on the
regular basis. We have work in progress there to improve this area.” (Organization C)

Interestingly, Organization D has this follow-up analysis as a major activity in their risk analysis and management
process, and it has also defined the person responsible for it. However, here the challenge is if one has performed
risk analysis a year or more ago then he/she question why this should be done again.

Moreover, the interviewee from Organization A, mentioned that he carried out more than 20 risk analyses of
different departments. He tried to educate all employees about risk analysis and also motivated them to carry out
risk analysis on regular basis to improve decision-making. He offered to all departments of the organization that
whenever they need help or suggestions to eliminate risks or regarding anything for risk analysis and follow-up they
can contact him. After this, no one contacted him regarding anything just because they think risk analysis is over
and now they can do other things by saying that we are done with risk analysis.

DISCUSSIONS

Several factors were investigated regarding the current practices and existing challenges of risk analysis as presented
in detail in the results section. For example, regarding the importance of risk analysis in large-scale organizations
the findings show that it is an important activity for organizations that are dealing with safety-critical systems
and services corroborating the findings of (Murdock et al. 2011). It is an important activity because most of
an organization’s security and safety countermeasures or mitigations in different sub-departments and projects
are based on risk analysis and assessment. However, the associated challenge with risk analysis is that different
employees have different opinions about risks and the risk analysis process. This difference in opinions is probably
because of different level of perception, trust, and priorities about the risk analysis process. Therefore, this difference
in opinions about importance of risk analysis makes difficult to carry out risk analysis.

Then, regarding carrying out risk analysis practices (RQ1) more or less all investigated organizations are analyzing
their critical systems or services in the same way, at least on an abstract level. The reason for this could be that all
organizations are of the same nature, i.e., governmental organizations dealing with critical services to society. It
was found that these organizations mainly focus on the information or services in risk analysis instead on an IT
system. Here, it can be said that they are using the system level analysis method (Motta et al. 2010). The associated
challenges with carrying out risk analysis practice are the following. Firstly, the required competences and skills are
a great challenge in carrying out risk analysis in these critical organizations. The findings of this study suggest
that lack of knowledge and expertise about doing risk analysis is itself a risk. Moreover, the knowledge about the
system context that is being analyzed and its boundary definitions are very crucial as discussed in (Lindholm et al.
2014). Secondly, pre-understanding of the risk analysis process is also a challenge while performing risk analysis of
safety-critical services. This challenge is very similar to the required skills and competences challenge. However, it
is about having good pre-understanding of potential risks, the risk analysis process, and the system being analyzed
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with its context. On the other hand, required skills and expertise deal with the knowledge of different risk analysis
methods or tools and then the knowledge used for defining the system boundaries. The best practices of risk analysis
and management identified in study (Murdock et al. 2011) also suggest that the risk management process should
start with context establishment that includes organizational objectives, stakeholders, constraints, risk criteria, and
other factors.

Next, involvement of different people (RQ1) in risk analysis is investigated and it is found that these organizations
involve more than one person with different knowledge in the risk analysis process. Several authors, e.g., Leveson
2012, Ierace 2010, and Sulaman, Wnuk, et al. 2014 advocate to involve various roles or perspectives in risk analysis.
Regarding involvement of different people in risk analysis the investigated organizations are seem to be mature. The
associated challenge (RQ2) with this practice is subjectivity involved in risk analysis.

Furthermore, the analysis of this study reveals that the simpler methods, models and tools for risk analysis are better
and being used in the investigated organizations as this corroborates with the findings of the study (Murdock et al.
2011).

There is, of course, an evolution of risk analysis methods for IT systems. There are methods available today, and
there will be new methods developed. Based on this study it is possible to point at some of the challenges which
could be possible to take into account in the development of new methods. Especially the fact that risk analysis on
the one hand requires involvement of many experts in the organization but on the other hand that it is challenge to
overcome the need for training about risk analysis and that it is not always given the highest priority in all parts of
the organization as described above. This means that risk analysis approaches must overcome these challenges.

CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates and presents the current practices (RQ1) and existing challenges (RQ2) of the risk analysis
and management process for IT systems in different large-scale organizations. Based on the results of this study
regarding RQ1, it can be concluded that risk analysis is an important activity in large-scale organizations because
most of their security and safety countermeasures are dependent on it. Furthermore, based on the findings of this
study it can be concluded that the investigated organizations are not sophisticated regarding the identification of
critical assets and services and its documentation, which is an important activity for risk analysis. Regarding
methods for risk analysis it can be concluded that the simpler methods, and models for risk analysis are better than
the complex ones because they are being used in the investigated organizations.

Based on the results of this study, regarding RQ2, it can be concluded that the required competences and skills are a
great challenge in carrying out risk analysis in large-scale critical organizations. Another identified challenge is
lack of knowledge and expertise about doing risk analysis, which is itself a risk. Next, the pre-understanding of
potential risks, domain, and the risk analysis process is also a challenge while performing risk analysis of safety
critical services. The findings of this study also found that involvement of different roles in the risk analysis process
eliminates at least the negative effects of subjectivity in risk analysis. After this, the next challenge identified is
relevant to follow-up analysis that is how people perceive risk analysis and its priority among other things, which is
different in different organizations and their sub-departments. There is a need for further research in order to provide
general suggestions to improve the risk analysis process in large-scale organizations dealing with safety-critical IT
systems and services. New risk analysis methods that are defined should meet the identified challenges.
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